World Renowned Projector Screen Manufacturer Launches
Dedicated Commercial Line for System Integrators
Who is EliteProAV™?

EliteProAV™ is a US-based company and an ISO9001:2015 certified manufacturer of projector screens for the commercial AV
sales channel. This includes a diverse array of certified products that are also compatible with various building codes. EliteProAV
™ backs its brand with a professional service team in addition to the various programs, warranties and product required to assist
installers every step of the way. Distribution is fast and convenient through a series of regional warehouses located in Southern
California, Texas, Georgia, and Maryland.
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Why EliteProAV™ if I already have a screen company?

EliteProAV™ manufactures the latest product configurations using high quality components with a competitive pricing advantage, product availability, and the short time required for delivery.
We achieve this by producing the most commonly requested sizes, aspect ratios and configurations through a network or regional distribution facilities located within California, Texas, Georgia, and Maryland. Our preemptive manufacturing practice ensures
that not only is the product available; but its available with the same quality our competitors have but at a lower overhead cost.
This means you can offer customers more competitive pricing without sacrificing your bottom line. Because of the regional
facilities, deliveries are completed within 3 business days and our team of professionals is available to assist you when needed.

How can I become an EliteProAV™ Dealer?

EliteProAV™ dedicated products are available exclusively to Approved Direct/Indirect Dealers who have enrolled with the
EliteProAV™-Dealer-Agreement. All dedicated EliteProAV™ products will neither be sold or advertised online.
EliteProAV™ line items are also available to approved AV Distributors by enrollment in the EliteProAV™-Distributor-Agreement
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Warranty

EliteProAV 5-Year Product Warranty and 5% ENR-G discount

EliteProAV™ offers its ENRG-ProAV™ 5-year limited manufacturer’s warranty. Rest assured, our product is
well, made and reliable. This is why we back our claim with 5-years of warranty service per product. Ask about
our ENR-G program that offers a 5% discount on products purchased for Educational, Non-Profit, Religious, and
Government/Military organizations.
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